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Abstract 
Nowadays the usage of information technologies on daily bases is considered inevitable. Along with 
the technological progress, the technical development and innovation, the globalization processes and 
the concept for knowledge based internet society, ‘every aspect in the human world is deemed 
technologically oriented’. The Internet has become more and more intertwined in the everyday 
personal and professional life of the majority of people, organizations and nations. 

To a large extent, technological development has a positive impact on how people communicate, 
work, and even live. It has even become a factor for achieving optimal, timesaving, effective and 
efficient work process. However, despite the endless list of services and opportunities that users are 
offered in the cyberspace, the digital environment exploitation/ work in digital environment is also 
accompanied by many risks that some Internet users are unaware of. There is a significant number of 
new challenges and issues for IT specialists and cyber space users to process and solve, forcing them 
to no longer be focused only on the technical cyber security measures. 

Considering the above problem, various organizations work on developing and implementing 
awareness-raising and education measures in the area of the so-called cyberculture to build cyber 
awareness, meet the challenge and prevent the dangers lurking on the web. At the present, however, 
many initiatives in this direction remain either misunderstood or largely undesirable by consumers (no 
matter if they are individual users or company representatives. Cyber security requires the 
development of adequate and quickly applicable solutions that promote acceptable user behavior in 
the reality of cyberspace. The current paper is an attempt to explore and analyses the ways and 
means to minimize cyberspace threats and provide guidelines for enhancing the cyber culture of the 
students at the State University of Library Studies and Information Technologies. 
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1 INTRODUCTION   
The development of information and communication technologies over recent decades has had an 
impact on all spheres of social development, which led to the globalization of economies. A key factor 
for the changes is the transformation of the economy towards information and knowledge-based 
services. The appropriate conditions for improving the quality of education and training, hence for 
increasing the possibilities for personal development of everyone who has the willingness to learn and 
acquire new knowledge are created through the practically unlimited virtual access-opportunities, not 
only to the information, but also to the knowledge, provided by the new technologies. The radical 
change trends in in all public spheres, based on knowledge as a resource, and formed the foundation 
of the knowledge economy. Nowadays, knowledge has indeed become the most important factor in 
production. The Individual as a value, along with the continuing lifelong learning, in particular, paly a 
major role in the information society. The so-called ‘Service economy’; the share of services has 
increased. Also, the role of information infrastructure and information technologies is considered 
leading. Innovation has become a key feature of the economy and a basic form of turning knowledge 
into prosperity. The political and business circles recognized the key role of education, training and 
innovation in the development of the economy and the insurance competitiveness. 

As a summary of the reviewed main aspects of the social development change and the outlined 
priorities, it can be said that information is vital to the existence and work of each social organization 
and therefore it should be protected accordingly. As a result, from this fundamental engagement with 
information infrastructures and resources, information and its exploitation is becoming a subject of 
multiple threats and violations, which results into highlighting the information security issue. 

Part of the foundations on which cyber security is built are the effective building and maintenance of 
preventive measures, including: the provision of secure and protected hardware, software and 
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networking devices, along with access to the cybersecurity education and training system. Through 
such training, the skills and competences of cyberspace users would be developed by engaging all 
stakeholders in order to counteract intentional or unintended threats and guarantee an adequate 
response [2]. 

The information security is defined as a result of opposing the existing threats and the relevant 
protection and control mechanisms. At the present moment, specialists observe a huge number of 
different threats, which results in creating various policies for information security threats classification 
and various means and methods of protection. Based on analyses, different authors offer a whole 
range of approaches for such classification [3]. 

Some of the threats that may endanger such an environment are lack of continuous monitoring, 
inability to implement a complete audit, uncertain and vulnerable processes, applications and 
configurations, lack of correlation of information.  Information security rules, regulations and 
procedures, on the one hand, can be considered as a privacy violation, since it is quite difficult for 
people to understand consciously and accept that overall, the information security rules are more 
beneficial for them, rather than intrusive and annoying. Another problem is the use of social networks 
by employees in the workplace. Social networks have become a new trend in on-the-job 
communication in recent years. This leads to analysing and investigating potential employees’ profiles, 
promoting business decisions and promoting employee interaction.   

Web pages, e-platforms and social networks such as Facebook, MySpace, Linkledln, Youtube, 
Twitter, etc. can provide opportunities to companies and businesses for free advertising along with 
other benefits, but also can cause some inconveniences. Many companies use their employees' 
access to these networks as an opportunity for them to exchange information throughout the day or 
when they are away from the office. Social networks enable the employer to learn more about 
potential or current employees. Many such web sites and platforms allow employers to promote 
themselves, without paying for it. The options that these websites and social media platforms provide, 
such as various games, user status changing, etc., can often cause the employee to check Facebook 
permanently, instead of concentrating on executing the tasks assigned to him/her. Allowing employees 
to access Facebook and other similar web sites and platforms may indeed bring some benefits for the 
company; still the negative effect from the distraction of the employee often outweighs profits. 
Therefore, all recommendations for the use and/or respective access prohibitions to such social 
networks must be strictly and clearly defined in the security policy of each organization.   

It is also important to mention the significant role of the human factor when it comes to threats to 
corporate, networks. Human factors in the context of information security has begun to gain increased 
attention, particularly where the use of security technologies have failed to protect companies from 
cyber-attacks [5].  

Although some information security threats are rather complex, gaining access to private information 
resources can be very easy through seemingly innocent means. Research shows that users 
constantly underestimate the probability for cyber-attack. When it comes to cyber security, in terms of 
the human factor, we can undoubtedly claim that to a large extent its impact lacks in the wider cyber 
security dialogue. In addition, when considered, the human factor’s scope is often limited, since it is 
frequently deemed a static element, with which we can mostly cope with by increasing the awareness 
of the end user. Applying technical tools as an independent and only solution is poorly effective in 
preventing security breaches. To avoid security breaches, cyber-attacks and malware, employees 
should have sufficient training on the importance of security awareness, including behavioural training 
and preparation as a part of the organization's security policy procedures [7]. Understanding of the 
different types of security threats is a necessary and sufficient prerequisite for every 
user/specialist/employee, in order to be aware of the importance of security procedures. Every specific 
organization is responsible for establishing security policy and procedures in its overall structure and 
all of its subdivisions. However, the question of who should be responsible for the education of the rest 
of the users that do not belong to a certain organization remains in circulation. Here is the place of 
universities, to face the new challenge, namely the need to introduce awareness-raising, educational 
measures, oriented at the building of the so-called cyber culture in order to create a solid basis for 
information environment users, to minimize, resist and eliminate the potential risks and dangers 
lurking on the Internet. 

To implement and promote the idea about incorporating the cyber culture, not only as a concept but as 
a necessary knowledge that is required to gain and apply in the contemporary information society the 
Universities may raise awareness about the topic, including basic theoretical knowledge and examples 
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form the practice in new educational courses and promote it through establishing formal agreements 
and signing contracts with institutions, organizations, well-known firms aimed at co-operating in the 
field of education and training, research and development, scientific and information activities, which 
will assist with the proper preparation of the future specialists allowing them to have access to the 
best-practices, know-how, the up-to-date expertise and ICT solutions  and applications, as well as to 
acquire new knowledge, skills and competences and be able to gain experience in the field of 
information protection, information security, cyber security. 

Thus, throughout cooperation in the field of: education and training activities (mainly in organizing joint 
educational  courses, exchange of  education and methodical materials, organizing joint consultation 
activities, write and issuing of new books, educational handbooks, textbooks and training aids, 
exchanging lecturers and specialists); scientific and research work (sharing know-how and 
experience; organization and implementation of joint scientific activities, such as  scientific sessions, 
seminars, conferences, symposia, teamwork programmes, sharing research and development ideas, 
implementation of joint scientific research, preparation and issuing of joint scientific publications and 
participation in joint teamwork programmes and scientific researches and development projects); 
information activities (organize joint communications to information activities, information exchange, 
concerning new technologies and important educational and/or scientific events, such as conferences, 
workshops etc.) the University (with the assistance of the previously mentioned partners) may rise the 
awareness for the necessity of the development of cyber culture and provide to its students access to 
the contemporary methods, approaches and ideas in the field. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
The methodology used in the development of the study is selected so that the results obtained have 
theoretical and practical application value and include the following approaches: 

• Review of the state of the art and the latest research in the field; research, analysis and 
synthesis of the collected data, documents and information sources; scanning and 
systematizing accessible document sources and research, related to cyber security and cyber 
culture in order to obtain a fuller and more relevant image to the current state; Case study - 
Surveillance of processes from the daily life in an university information environment (in the 
State University of Library Studies and Information Technologies – Sofia, Bulgaria), content 
analysis, summary of empirical material, comparative-analysis, typological and modeling 
methods.  

• Comparative analysis of the used models and methods in order to identify new ideas. 
• Examination and development of models for assessing the impact of threats and evaluation of 

the effectiveness of these models in the university information environment. 

In the course of the study, theoretical and empirical methods (analysis, synthesis, comparison, 
classification, method of qualitative assessments) were used. 

The research toolkit includes the formulation of a thesis and gathering evidence to support the thesis. 

With the help of the chosen methodology, the research identifies the most frequently observed issues 
in the field of cyber security, the awareness and the attitude of the young generation towards the 
subject matter, the attitudes of the individuals to the topic, their willingness to receive new information 
related to the exploitation of the theme of cyber security and cyber culture as a way to prevent the 
malicious exploitation of information contained in cyberspace, or possible attacks on the line 
communication in the modern information society. The understanding of the role of cyber security is 
analyzed in detail: the emphasis is on human factor and information culture and ethics as a 
prerequisite for shaping the behavior of individuals in cyberspace; approaches to achieving greater 
awareness. 

3 RESULTS 
In today's modern society, the concept of the information environment becomes a key factor to our 
overall perception of the world itself and of our way of life/lifestyle. It is increasingly necessary to 
master the fundamental knowledge in this field, since it is a prerequisite, required for the successful 
realization of the students in their future career path. Their information knowledge, skills and 
competences defines their readiness to meet the challenges of the future information society. 
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Education and training has always been directly related to the successful professional orientation of 
the trainees. To provide the necessary guidance for acquiring the knowledge, skills and competences 
and the proper understanding of the concept for the so-called Cyber Culture the organizations do need 
a well-developed information infrastructure. 

The analysis of researches in this area shows that the term cyber culture is used quite widely: from the 
cultures of virtual communities to cybernetics, cyborgization of the human body and human society 
itself. According to David J. Bell cyber culture includes artificial intelligence, cyber feminism, 
cyberpunk, electronic government, games, HTML, Java, netiquette, piracy. [6].  

Students should receive basic knowledge about the different types of cyber threats in order to be 
aware of the importance of security procedures. They are required to develop false content detection 
skills, and competences for recognizing misleading or deceptive websites. These skills and 
competences are directly associated with so-called soft skills. To introduce/incorporate the information 
security as a practice on every level of the organization, there should be adapted and regulated 
procedures for constant monitoring and improvement, building employee practices and reducing the 
risk of human error. The necessity to educate and train the organization staff members on every level 
in cybersecurity remains an indisputable fact. In this respect, the availability of different levels of 
training, related training approaches and methods could only stimulate the creativity of the trainers [1]. 

The main focus of the present study is placed on the issues and findings related to analyses the ways 
and means to minimize cyberspace threats and provide guidelines for enhancing the cyber culture of 
the students at the State University of Library Studies and Information Technologies. 

With the current development of the ICT and the dynamic changing society, people are relying on the 
Internet to complete much of their everyday tasks. Thus along with the development of the information 
society, the information culture and the conveniences of the digital world, crimes are no longer done 
only in the traditional way for the most part, they are increasingly committed through exploiting digital 
technologies and ICT and in the cyber world. Cybercrime is one of the major crimes that all the users 
may be involved in or subjected to.  It is the action of manipulation of the natural human tendency to 
perform an action or an act that results in illegal access to a valued system and it can be done in 
multiple ways, such as phishing, vishing, pharming, sending SPAM, hoaxes, or simply by just 
manipulating the person itself [10]. 
 

Currently more than 3.5 billion citizens, or more than 40% of the population on earth, exchanges 
information, ideas, services, business decisions, professional and personal information and even 
friendship through social networks [13]. The fact that consumers carry out a large part of their core 
functions in an information environment, can be defined as a tendency of increasing dependence, the 
threats and risks of which are constantly growing, developing and improving. In order to avoid a large 
part of the threats to the users, directly affecting the manipulation of human factor, in the Internet, 
appropriate education and training that develop the so-called soft skills, directly related to the evolution 
of the consumer’s cyber culture. What better way to achieve that than incorporation of the necessary 
information and providing the possibility to deliver it to people than through education and training. 

Education forms the basic characteristics of self: psychological stability, leadership qualities, the scale 
of the worldview, the direction of self-realization, perhaps, put in self by the nature [9]. 

The social effect of the eventual validation of the idea for cyber culture is found in not only in rising and 
increasing the awareness of information protection and information security issues, connected to the 
information that users and companies provide and exploit in the online environment, but also in the 
improving administration and the achievement of more clarity about the importance of the behavior 
and the actions of individuals, the consequences of these actions in the information and cyberspace, 
along with the improvement of the work of the administration through acquiring more knowledge of the 
problems related to the information gathering, saving, dissemination, usage and protection in the 
Internet and reaching higher cyber culture. 

This result will have its positive impact on both the institutions and individual members of society, and 
on the society as a whole. More in-depth research on the subject and further detailed developments 
would encourage the ICT specialists and professionals to pay more attention to the considered issues. 
In order to ensure a proper understanding of the concept for cyber culture and its validation in reality, 
they would be required to raise awareness to the development of the cyber culture, since in the 
contemporary information environment, due to the dynamic development of ICT and the use of online 
communication is already formally accepted and maintained as a faster and more effective way for 
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information transmitting while executing both, daily and personal tasks. Thus, the cyber culture 
becomes more and more important as a reality, not as the opponents of the thesis of its existence 
define it as a myth. 

Based on the case-studies, the research and the surveys amongst the students at the State University 
of Library Studies and Information Technologies (SULSIT) -  Sofia, Bulgaria, conducted in the 
framework of  the scientific project ‘Informing science-based model for the formation and development 
of skills and competences in the use of information resources’, implemented with the financial support 
of the Bulgarian Science Fund to the Ministry of Education and Science, the scientific team had the 
possibility to observe how the students, as users of different Internet platforms, access various news, 
articles, and other information, could fall into the so-called information flood and easily be subject to 
various threats. The drawn conclusions show that it is quite necessary to provide additional knowledge 
and develop the appropriate competences to build cyber culture skills for information resources users. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Investing in information security products, applications and solutions cannot fully guarantee the 
information protection, if it is not accompanied by the right, most appropriate IT security literacy, skills 
and competences with a good understanding of cyber threats. Only by understanding and identifying 
the basic concepts behind the safe and secure application of ICT will it be possible to protect the 
systems and the information they contain. Building and developing a cyber security culture is one of 
the necessary competencies of future cyber space users, since the information security of those 
systems and the cyber space will be more vulnerable than ever. 

Through similar research in the future, information and knowledge will be at positioned the heart of the 
intended social development. Furthermore, the social impact of the affirmation of the cyber culture 
concept, its thorough understanding, along with studying and analysing cyber security related issues, 
the explanation and interpretation of the cyber security, the information dissemination in the online 
environment and providing its proper application, maintenance, security and protection, would be a 
great advantage to acquire yet in the education and training processes.. 
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